MilGPS: an answer to Navies modernization need

DIGINEXT, subsidiary of the CS Group, is one of the major French actors for the design of Navigation systems.

MilGPS receptor, last product of the Diginext navigation product line, is the first ever 100% European SAASM receiver, for ship applications.

Based on the Thales SAASM GNSS 100S board, and compatible with Thales TOPSHIELD 400 electronic antenna, MilGPS receiver is an answer to the current need of the market in term of modernization.

Chosen by the Royal Netherland Navy, a framework agreement was also signed with the NAMSA allowing NATO member countries to get the MilGPS in an easier way.

Thanks to this contract, French Navy tested the product operationally in last July.

Seventy equipments could be settled on Dutch and French ships or submarines during the next two years.

Diginext in a few words

Subsidiary of the CS Group, Diginext is a high technology company internationaly renowned for its expertise in the development of innovative technical solutions for Defence, Aeronautic and Transport applications. Since 1996, Diginext has grown by developing different activities and today 150 employees are located throughout France at Aix en Provence (HeadQuarters), Toulouse, Plessis Robinson (near Paris), Lannion (Britanny).